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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of distortion modeling for
video transmission over burst-loss channels characterized by
a finite state Markov chain. A Distortion Trellis model is pro-
posed, enabling us to estimate at the frame level the expected
mean-square error (MSE) distortion caused by Markov-model
bursty packet losses. A sliding window algorithm is devel-
oped to perform the MSE estimation with low complexity.
Simulation results show that the proposed models are accu-
rate for all tested average loss rates and average burst lengths.

Index Terms— distortion modeling, burst-loss channel,
Markov-model loss process, error propagation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet packet loss often exhibits finite temporal dependency,
which leads to bursty packet losses, a characteristic not found
on traditional Bernoulli-model loss process, but can be char-
acterized by the finite-state Markov-model loss process [1].
Still, to the best of our knowledge, a complete mathemati-
cal model relating the channel-induced distortion in decoded
video and the Markov-model bursty packet loss process has
not been proposed yet. In particular, very little analytical
work has been done on estimating the expected distortion at
the encoder given a Markov burst-loss channel model.

So far, many channel-induced distortion models have
been proposed [2]. However, these existing works assume
that the underlying network packet losses are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and therefore employ a
Bernoulli loss model to this end. These models only consider
the average loss rate in the absence of another factor, the burst
length, and therefore are less efficient for the case of video
transmission over burst-loss channels. The work in [3] shows
that the burst length does affect the distortion. Similarly,
the Distortion Chain model in [4] predicts the end-to-end
distortion for arbitrary loss patterns. However, both of these
works do not consider explicitly in their analysis the channel
correlation that exists between the individual packet losses.

This paper develops a mathematical framework denoted
as the Distortion Trellis model for estimating the expected
MSE distortion caused by Markov-model bursty packet

losses. Without loss of generality and for simplicity, we de-
rive our distortion model for a two-state Markov loss model,
or the Gilbert model [5]. The proposed techniques can be
easily extended to most finite state Markov loss models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates
the problem. In Section 3 presents the framework of the pro-
posed Distortion Trellis model, while Section 4 describes the
sliding window algorithm for calculating the MSE distortion
with low complexity. In Section 5, we study the performance
of the proposed techniques through simulation experiments.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We assume a raw video sequence is separated into groups of
pictures (GOPs) and each GOP starts with an I-frame, fol-
lowed by P-frames. We do not consider B-frames in this pa-
per. All the MBs in a frame are grouped into one slice and
each slice is coded into one network packet. The channel
losses can be characterized via a Gilbert model, and the chan-
nel drops or delivers the packet according to the current chan-
nel state. At the decoder, certain temporal error concealment
strategy is applied when a P-frame is lost.

For a Gilbert channel [5], let p be the transition probability
from error-free state to error state, and q denotes the proba-
bility of the opposite transition. The stationary probability for
error-free state and error state, denoted by π0 and π1, can be
computed as π0 = q/(p + q) and π1 = p/(p + q), respec-
tively. Then, the mean packet loss ratio PLR equals π1, and
the average burst length ABL is given by 1/q.

Let xi
n and yi

n be the reconstructed pixel values for frame
n and pixel i at the encoder and at the decoder, respectively.
Then, the expected distortion of frame n can be defined as

dn = Ec{dc
n} = Ec{Epix{(xi

n − yi
n)2}}, (1)

where dc
n denotes the average MSE distortion for frame n for

channel realization c, Epix{·} denotes the computation of the
average MSE over all pixels in frame n, Ec{·} denotes the
expectation taken over all possible channel realizations. This
paper mainly focuses on modeling dn for successive P-frames
in video transmission over a Gilbert channel.



3. PROPOSED DISTORTION TRELLIS MODEL

3.1. Framework of the Distortion Trellis model

Consider the impairments for a transmitted packet (frame) se-
quence of length n as an n-bit binary random variable Kn =
{Bj}n

j=1. The random variable Bj is over the binary alphabet
{0, 1}. Bj = 1 indicates that the j-th frame is lost. Then, the
total number of all possible values of Kn is 2n. Define more-
over an ordered set In = {kr

n}, r = 1, . . . , 2n, where kr
n is an

n-bit binary number and k1
n = (0 . . . 0)nbits, kr

n = 1 + kr−1
n ,

r = 2, . . . , 2n. Furthermore, we assume that the r-th value
of Kn is kr

n, the r-th element in In. Note that in our analysis
this is an important assumption.

Let P (kr
n) denote the probability that loss pattern kr

n oc-
curs. Note that different loss patterns lead to different distor-
tion values. Let dr

n be the decoder distortion of the n-th frame
in a frame sequence of length n under loss pattern kr

n. Then,
dr

n can be defined as dr
n = Epix{(xi

n − yi
n,r)2}, where yi

n,r

denotes the decoder reconstructed value of pixel i in the n-th
frame for an n-length frame sequence under loss pattern kr

n.
From the definition of dr

n, we can obtain an important proba-
bility relation as follows: Pr(at the decoder the distortion of
frame n is dr

n)= P (kr
n). Fig.1 shows the statistical depen-

dencies between the elements of the set {dr
n, n = 1, 2, . . .}.

Since it is in a trellis shape, we refer to the proposed distor-
tion estimation method as the Distortion Trellis model. Then,
we can calculate dn by taking an expectation over all possible
decoder distortion values for frame n,

dn = Ec{dc
n} =

2n∑
r=1

dr
n · P (kr

n), n = 1, 2, . . . (2)

The formula in (2) is the general form of the proposed
Distortion Trellis model. From (2), it is clear that the
computation of dn necessitates knowledge of both dr

n and
P (kr

n), r = 1, . . . , 2n. In a Gilbert channel, P (kr
n) can be de-

rived recursively, as follows. From the definition of {kr
n}, it

is clear that given P (kt
n−1), t = 1, . . . , 2n−1, the loss pattern

probabilities can be written as,
P (k4r−3

n ) = (1 − p) · P (k2r−1
n−1 )

P (k4r−2
n ) = p · P (k2r−1

n−1 )

P (k4r−1
n ) = q · P (k2r

n−1)

P (k4r
n ) = (1 − q) · P (k2r

n−1), r = 1, . . . , 2n−2.

(3)

The remaining task in this section is how to calculate dr
n.

Given that the loss pattern of the previous n − 1 frames is
kr

n−1, d2r−1
n is the frame-average distortion if the n-th frame

is received while d2r
n denotes the same quantity for the case

when the n-th frame is lost. Next, we separately consider
computing d2r−1

n and d2r
n .

Fig. 1. Statistical dependencies {dr
n, n = 1, 2, . . .}.

3.2. Computation of d2r
n and d2r−1

n

In our assumption, if a frame is lost, all MBs in this frame are
recovered using some temporal error concealment strategy,
regardless their coding modes. Let fl(i) denote the index of
the l-th pixel in frame n − 1 that is used to estimate pixel i
in frame n. Then the final concealed value of yi

n,2r can be

expressed as Φl(y
fl(i)
n−1,r), where Φl represents the pixel oper-

ation on y
fl(i)
n−1,r for all l used in obtaining the final concealed

value of yi
n,2r. For example, Φl could denote the interpolation

operation and the deblocking operation. For previous frame
copy concealment, Φl(y

fl(i)
n−1,r) = yi

n−1,r. It is a reasonable
assumption that Φl is same for different frames. Then, d2r

n can
be derived as follows:

d2r
n = Epix{(xi

n − Φl(y
fl(i)
n−1,r))

2}

= Epix{(xi
n − Φl(x

fl(i)
n−1 ))2}

+Epix{(Φl(x
fl(i)
n−1 ) − Φl(y

fl(i)
n−1,r))

2}

= ECDn + Epix{(Φl(x
fl(i)
n−1 − y

fl(i)
n−1,r))

2}, (4)

where r = 1, . . . , 2n−1, ECDn = Epix{(xi
n−Φl(x

fl(i)
n−1 ))2}.

Note that the second identity in (4) is based on the assumption
that the concealment error xi

n − Φl(x
fl(i)
n−1 ) and the propaga-

tion error Φl(x
fl(i)
n−1 )−Φl(y

fl(i)
n−1,r) are uncorrelated. The third

identity is based on the assumption that Φl is linear.
Furthermore, when the error in a previous frame propa-

gates into the current frame, it is typically attenuated by the
adoption of some coding schemes such as deblocking filter-
ing and sub-pixel motion estimation, whose effect can be re-
garded as a spatial filter or more precisely as an error attenu-
ator. Following this reasoning, Epix{(Φl(x

fl(i)
n−1 − y

fl(i)
n−1,r))

2}
in (4) can be approximated as u ·Epix{(xi

n−1 − yi
n−1,r)

2} =
u · dr

n−1. Then (4) can be rewritten as

d2r
n = ECDn + u · dr

n−1, r = 1, . . . , 2n−1, (5)

where u is the error attenuation factor for a lost frame.
In received inter-coded MBs and intra-coded MBs, the

distortions are different. We first consider the case when all



MBs are coded in inter mode. Let gl(i) denote the index of
the l-th pixel in frame n − 1 that is used to estimate pixel
i in frame n. Note that gl(i) may differ from fl(i). Then,
at the encoder, the predicted value of xi

n can be expressed
as Ψl(x

gl(i)
n−1 ), where Ψl represents the pixel operation on all

x
gl(i)
n−1 used for obtaining the predicted value of xi

n, such as
when performing interpolation or deblocking filtering. We
also assume that Ψl is linear and has the same form for differ-
ent frames. Similarly, at the decoder, the predicted value of
yi

n,2r−1 is Ψl(y
gl(i)
n−1,r). Then, d2r−1

n can be derived as

d2r−1
n = Epix{(Ψl(x

gl(i)
n−1 ) − Ψl(y

gl(i)
n−1,r))

2}

= Epix{(Ψl(x
gl(i)
n−1 − y

gl(i)
n−1,r))

2}. (6)

As in the case of d2r
n , the operator Ψl can be regarded

as a spatial filter that will attenuate the error propaga-
tion. Hence, we similarly employ v0 · dr

n−1 to approximate
Epix{(Ψl(x

gl(i)
n−1 − y

gl(i)
n−1,r))

2} and therefore we can rewrite
(6) as d2r−1

n = v0 · dr
n−1, r = 1, . . . , 2n−1, where v0 is

the error attenuation factor for a received frame, in which
all MBs are coded in inter mode. The above development
assumes that all MBs in a P-frame are coded in an inter
mode. However, a P-frame often contains intra-coded MBs,
which will effectively restrain the error propagation. The
effect of macroblock intra refreshing can also be considered
as an attenuator that attenuates the error signal from an im-
paired previous frame. Therefore, to take this into account
we introduce a new constant λ and rewrite (6) as

d2r−1
n = v · dr

n−1, r = 1, . . . , 2n−1, (7)

where v = λ · v0.

3.3. Recursive computation of dn

Based on (5) and (7), we can recursively obtain the distortion
dr

n, for r = 1, . . . , 2n. The loss pattern probability P (kr
n)

can be recursively calculated with (3). Then, using (2), the
expected distortion dn for Gilbert channel packet losses can
be estimated as

dn =
2n∑
t=1

dt
nP (kt

n) =
2n−2∑
r=1

[P (k4r
n )d4r

n + P (k4r−1
n )d4r−1

n

+P (k4r−2
n )d4r−2

n + P (k4r−3
n )d4r−3

n ], (8)

It can be seen that dn depends on u, v, ECDn, p, and q.
The former three parameters depend on the video sequence.
The parameter pair p and q is used to describe the Gilbert
channel and is equivalent to another parameter pair, PLR and
ABL, which are more commonly used. Then, for video trans-
mission over a Gilbert channel, given PLR, ABL, the initial
probability distribution P (k1

1) and P (k2
1), and the initial dis-

tortion distribution d1
1 and d2

1, the expected distortion of each
frame in a GOP can be estimated using (8). Often, this model
fails to compute dn within acceptable time.

4. SLIDING WINDOW ALGORITHM

Due to the intra refreshing and the spatial filtering, the prop-
agation of error typically decays in magnitude over the sub-
sequent frames. Based on the fact, we now propose a sliding
window (SW) algorithm to calculate dn for n > W with low
complexity, where W is an integer constant. When n ≤ W ,
we employ the same approach described in Section 3 to calcu-
late dn. In most cases, the SW algorithm could provide more
than 90% reduction in computational complexity.

Algorithm 1: SW for calculating dn for n = 1, . . . , N

1: Input: PLR, ABL, u, v, W,N, {ECDn, n = 1, , N}.
2: Output: the expected distortion dn for n = 1, . . . , N ;
3: Initialization: d1

1 = 0, d2
1 = ECD1, P (k1

1) = 1 − PLR,
P (k2

1) = PLR, p = PLR/(ABL(1 − PLR)), q =
1/ABL;

4: for n = 1 to N do
5: if n ≤ W then
5: Compute dn using (8), note that when

n = W, P (kj
W ), j = 1, . . . , 2W are obtained;

6: else
6: Reset the initial distortion values: d1

1 = 0,
d2
1 = ECDn−W+1;

7: for i = 2 to W do
8: for j = 1 to 2i−1 do
8: d2j−1

i = vdj
i−1, d

2j
i = ECDn−W+i + udj

i−1;
9: end for

10: end for
10: After the two for loops, dj

W , j = 1, . . . , 2W

are obtained, then the output is
dn =

∑2W

j=1 P (kj
W )dj

W ;
11: end if
12: end for

5. SIMULATIONS

The H.264 reference encoder JM12.2 with the Baseline pro-
file is used to encode QCIF “Foreman” at 15fps and “Foot-
ball” at 30fps, both with QP=28. The first frame is coded as
an I-frame, followed by P-frames. At the decoder, frame-copy
scheme is used for concealment, so that ECDn equals to
the mean square difference between two successive P-frames.
To estimate the model parameters u and v, we use the least
square fitting method based on training data.

Fig. 2 plots the average expected distortion for PLR val-
ues from 3% to 10% at ABL = 2. Due to the high com-
plexity of the original Distortion Trellis model, we encode
20-frame segment starting at different positions in the origi-
nal sequence. For each tested PLR and ABL pair, we simu-
late a Gilbert channel and generate 50,000 loss traces for each
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Fig. 2. Average distortion comparison
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Fig. 3. Average expected distortion versus PLR
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Fig. 4. Average expected distortion versus ABL

segment. The average expected distortion is then obtained by
averaging all segments and all loss traces. It can be seen that
the original Distortion Trellis model provides better predic-
tion of the expected distortion than the SW algorithm along
the whole tested PLR range. Although the SW algorithm is
less accurate, it still matches the measured expected distor-
tion quite well. Hereafter, we only use the SW algorithm to
estimate the expected distortion.

Next, the average expected distortion over all P-frames
versus PLR from 3% to 10%, for both ABL=2 and 5 is plot-
ted in Fig. 3. For “Foreman” the first 390 frames are coded
while for “Football” the first 240 frames are coded. For each
tested PLR and ABL pair, we simulate a Gilbert channel and

generate 90,000 random loss patterns. The average expected
distortion for the case of a Bernoulli channel at the same loss
rate is also plotted in the same figures for comparison, where
1000 loss traces are generated at each loss rate for this chan-
nel model. We see that the SW algorithm accurately estimates
the average expected distortion. Interestingly, we observe that
for “Foreman” the expected distortion for the Gilbert channel
is larger while for “Football” the expected distortion for the
Bernoulli channel is larger. Even more interestingly, we ob-
serve that increasing the average burst length does NOT al-
ways contribute to a larger expected distortion, for a given
average loss rate. For example, in the case of “Foreman” a
larger average burst length leads to a larger expected distor-
tion, at the same average loss rate. However, the opposite
holds in the case of “Football”. To the best of our knowledge,
the aforementioned experimental result is reported for the first
time here.

To study further the impact of the average burst length on
the average video quality, Fig. 4 shows the average expected
distortion over all P-frames versus ABLs of 1, 1.5, . . . , 5, for
the same PLR = 3%. For each sequence the first 200 frames
are coded and for each tested PLR and ABL pair, 60,000
loss traces are generated. We see that the estimated distor-
tion matches the measured data well along the whole tested
ABLs. We clearly observe that the average expected distor-
tion does NOT always increase as the average burst length in-
creases at the same average loss rate. For “Football”, increas-
ing the average burst length will reduce the average expected
distortion. This confirms the earlier findings from Fig. 3 that
at the same average loss rate, a larger average burst length
does not always lead to a larger distortion in the case of a
Gilbert channel.
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